HS-3 - Enclosure

1  Back panel sheet metal
2  Y Axis Upper Bellows
3  Y Axis bellows top edge cover
4  Y Axis splash cover
5  Door enclosure
6  Y axis chip guard
7  Conduit enclosure
8  Head cover, right
9  Head cover, left
10 Conduit enclosure access plate.
11 "L" bracket
12 Center bottom sheet metal
13 Door
14 Fence panel
15 Left table gutter
16 Front table cover
17 Access cover
18 Right table gutter
19 Z Axis chip conveyor tray, left
20 Z Axis chip conveyor tray, right
21 Brace
22 Z Axis chip conveyor tray gasket
23 X Axis splash guard
24 X Axis chip conveyor tray, left
25 Chip conveyor chute
26 X Axis chip conveyor tray gasket
27 X Axis chip conveyor tray, middle
28 X Axis chip conveyor tray, right
29 Z Axis way cover wiper cover
30 Z Axis way cover wiper
31 Z Axis way covers
32 Z Axis way cover end plate
33 Z Axis way cover end support
34 X Axis way cover end plate
35 X Axis way covers
36 X Axis wiper
37 X Axis extension
38 X Axis extension access cover
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